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High pT correlated tests of lepton universality in lepton(s) + jet(s) processes; an EFT
analysis

Yoav Afik,1, ∗ Shaouly Bar-Shalom,1, † Jonathan Cohen,1, ‡ Amarjit Soni,2, § and Jose Wudka3, ¶

1Physics Department, Technion–Institute of Technology, Haifa 3200003, Israel
2Physics Department, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973, US

3Physics Department, University of California, Riverside, CA 92521, USA
(Dated: May 14, 2020)

We suggest a new class of tests for searching for lepton flavor non-universality (LFNU) using
ratio observables and based on correlations among the underlying LFNU new physics (NP) effects in
several (seemingly independent) di-lepton and single lepton + jet(s) processes. This is demonstrated
by studying the effects generated by LFNU 4-Fermi interactions involving 3rd generation quarks.
We find that the sensitivity to the scale (Λ) of the LFNU 4-Fermi operators significantly improves
when the correlations among the various di-lepton +jets and single-lepton + jets processes are used,
reaching Λ ∼ O(10) TeV at the HL-LHC.

Intriguing hints of lepton-flavor non-universality
(LFNU) and therefore of new physics (NP) have ap-
peared in recent years in neutral and charged semilep-
tonic B-decays [1–21] (for a recent review see [22]): the
RK(∗) and RD(∗) anomalies which occur in b → s`+`−

and b→ c`−ν` transitions, respectively.
In this work, we consider testing for LFNU in lepton(s)

+ jets production at the LHC, by exploiting correlations
amongst several LFNU observables. Specifically, we show
that an enhanced sensitivity to the scale of the NP can be
obtained by combining multiple LFNU tests, based on ra-
tio observables. We demonstrate this for two specific new
physics (NP) scenarios, using the so-called SM Effective
Field Theory (SMEFT) framework [23–26], although this
approach can be extended to establish a more systematic
mapping between the underlying NP dynamics and ex-
perimentally realistic observables. The importance of us-
ing correlations in the search for NP has recently gained
some attention, e.g., in leptoquark searches by combining
di-lepton and single lepton production channels [27] and
in top-quark systems by using measurements from differ-
ent top production and decay processes to probe the NP
effects [28–31].

Any evidence of possible LFNU phenomena contradicts
the key Standard Model (SM) prediction that the differ-
ences in the rates of processes differing only in the flavor
of the leptons involved are suppressed by small differences
in the Yukawa couplings. In this sense lepton flavor is
an accidental (approximate) symmetry of the SM, which
may be strongly violated in a variety of well-motivated
NP scenarios. Hence, even if the current experimental
indications of LFNU have not yet met discovery criteria,
providing an accurate probe of these processes, whether
confirming such indications or not, will provide a bet-
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ter understanding of the flavor structure of the physics
beyond the SM.

Let us denote generic lepton(s) + jets processes as fol-
lows:

(mnp)`` : pp→ `+i `
−
i +m · j + n · jb + p · t

(mnp)` : pp→ `±i +m · j + n · jb + p · t+ 6ET , (1)

wherem is the number of light jets (j), n is the number of
b-jets (jb) and p is the number of top or anti-top quarks
in the final state of the leading-order (LO) hard process;
6ET denotes missing transverse energy, associated with fi-
nal state neutrinos. We then define two classes of generic
LFU tests at the LHC, involving ratios of the charged di-
lepton and single-lepton production channels in (1), nor-
malized to the corresponding electron-production chan-
nels:

Tmnp`` =
σmnp``

σmnpee
, Tmnp` =

σmnp`

σmnpe
, (2)

where σmnp`` and σmnp` are the total cross-sections of the
processes (mnp)`` and (mnp)` in (1), respectively. Lep-
ton flavor violation effects of the type pp→ `i`j+· · · (i 6=
j) will not be considered here. For LFNU processes with
only neutrinos in the final state, ratios such as (2) are not
useful, since the neutrino flavor cannot be detected. In
this case a different strategy is needed, which we briefly
discuss below. Note that ratio observables such as in (2)
provide more reliable probes of NP, since they potentially
minimize the effects of theoretical uncertainties involved
in the calculation of the corresponding cross-sections.

In the SM (or within NP scenarios which conserve lep-
ton flavor universality) we have Tmnp`` , Tmnp` → 1, since,
as noted above, deviations from unity can only be gen-
erated through the non-universal Higgs-lepton Yukawa
couplings and through lepton mass dependent polynomi-
als and logarithms from higher order corrections. The
former is proportional to the lepton masses and is there-
fore negligible, while the latter are much smaller than
the expected experimental accuracy – as is the case, in
particular, for high pT events which is of our interest in
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this work. We will include non-universal reconstruction
efficiencies for the different leptonic final states in the
overall uncertainty of the measurement of Tmnp``, ` defined
in (2).

As mentioned earlier, we describe the underlying NP
responsible for Tmnp`` 6= 1 and Tmnp` 6= 1, using the
SMEFT framework, defined by adding to the SM La-
grangian an infinite series of higher-dimensional, gauge-
invariant operators, O(n)

i . These operators are con-
structed using the SM fields and their coefficients are
suppressed by inverse powers of the NP scale M [23–26]:

L = LSM +

∞∑
n=5

1

Mn−4

∑
i

fiO
(n)
i , (3)

where n is the mass dimension of O(n)
i and we assume de-

coupling and weakly-coupled heavy NP, so that n equals
the canonical dimension. The dominating NP effects are
then expected to be generated by contributing operators
with the lowest dimension (smallest n) that can be gen-
erated at tree-level in the underlying theory. The (Wil-
son) coefficients fi depend on the details of the under-
lying heavy theory and, therefore, parameterize all pos-
sible weakly-interacting and decoupling types of heavy
physics.

In what follows we will consider the leading dimension
six operators (n = 6) and drop the index n.1 We also
define the “effective scale” Λ = M/

√
|f | whence

f/M2 = ηf/Λ
2 , (4)

where ηf = ±1 denotes the sign of f . Thus, for example,
Λ = M for “natural” NP with |f | = 1, which we will
assume throughout the rest of this work, unless stated
otherwise.

In Appendix A we list all the dimension six operators
that can potentially violate LFU and that are, therefore,
relevant for this study. Here, we will demonstrate our
strategy for the two specific SU(2) triplet and singlet 4-
Fermi operators (prst are flavor indices):

O(3)
lq (prst) =

(
l̄pγµτ

I lr
) (
q̄sγ

µτ Iqt
)
, (5)

Oqe(prst) = (ēqγµer) (q̄sγ
µqt) , (6)

focusing on the case where the heavy underlying NP has a
LFNU coupling to 3rd generation quarks and 2nd genera-
tion leptons, i.e., on O(3)

lq (2233) and Oqe(2233); it should
be understood, though, that similar effects can be gener-
ated in the electron and τ -lepton channels, though, the
phenomenology and detection strategies of final states
involving the τ -leptons are fundamentally different from
those involving the electrons and muons.

1 There is a single lepton number violating dimension five opera-
tor in the SMEFT framework, the so called Weinberg operator
¯̀cH̃?H̃†` [32], for which the scale Λ is very large and is therefore
not relevant for this study.

We will not consider operators that have a flavor
changing quark current involving the 3rd generation
quarks, e.g., O(3)

lq (2232) and O(3)
lq (3332), which can gen-

erate the b → sµ+µ− and b → cτ−ν̄τ transitions and
may, therefore, contribute to RK(∗) and RD(∗) , respec-
tively. These operators can generate LFNU collider sig-
nals similar to those studied here, see e.g., [33–35]. For
example, O(3)

lq (2232) generates the µ+µ−s̄b and µ+µ−c̄t
contact terms with the same effective scale, which can
contribute to the ratio observables T 010

µµ and T 001
µµ , via

sg → bµ+µ− and cg → tµ+µ−, respectively. Further-
more, the operator O(3)

lq (3332) generates the contact in-
teractions τ+τ−s̄b, τ−ν̄τ s̄t and τ+ντ c̄b, which can con-
tribute to the T -tests T 010

ττ , T 110
ττ as well as T 010

τ , T 110
τ

via the hard processes sg → bτ+τ−, gg → s̄bτ+τ− and
cg → b̄τ−ν̄τ , gg → cb̄τ−ν̄τ , respectively.

To study the sensitivity to the flavor non-universal NP
we define the following χ2-test:

χ2 =
∑
X

[
TX`` (Λ)− TX,exp``

]2
(δTX)

2 +
∑
Y

[
TY` (Λ)− TY,exp`

]2
(δTY )

2 ,

(7)

where X,Y ∈ (m,n, p) denote the `` and single ` chan-
nels, respectively, and δTX , δTY denote the correspond-
ing total experimental plus theoretical 1σ uncertainties,
which are assumed to be statistically independent. The
experimental uncertainties are assumed to be the domi-
nant ones (see also discussion above).

For the purpose of exacting a bound on Λ we assume
that, on average, no NP is observed. We thus generate
O(10000) random realizations of the sets of “measured”
T -tests, TX,exp`` and TY,exp` [to be used for the χ2-test in
(7)], normally distributed with average 1 (i.e., the SM
prediction) and standard deviation δT :2

T
X,exp
`` = N

(
1,
(
δTX

)2)
, T

Y,exp
` = N

(
1,
(
δTY

)2)
.(8)

where N (a, s2) denotes the normal distribution for aver-
age a and standard deviation s.

The overall uncertainties δTX and δTY of the data
samples are taken as:

δTX,Y =

√(
δTX,Ystat

)2
+
(
δTX,Ysys

)2
, (9)

where δTX,Ystat and δTX,Ysys stand for the statistical and
systematic uncertainties expected in the data samples,
respectively. The statistical uncertainties are estimated
from the expected number of events based on the SM

2 Due to the different detection efficiencies of electrons and muons,
we expect the ratios T exp

``,` to deviate from unity even in the ab-
sence of NP. This, however, has no effect on our χ2-test analysis
and will not change our main results.
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cross-sections: δTXstat =
√

2/NX
`` (SM) and δTYstat =√

2/NY
` (SM); for the systematic uncertainties we anal-

yse below 3 different cases: δTX,Ysys = 5%, 10%, 15% for
channels involving only light-jets and/or b-jets in the fi-
nal state and δTX,Ysys = 10%, 20%, 30% for channels with
a top-quark in the final state. Without knowing the ac-
tual uncertainties of the experiment, the uncertainty sce-
narios outlined above serve as realistic benchmarks for
conveying the main message of this work.

The expected bounds on Λ are then extracted from the
randomly distributed range of best fitted values of Λ that
minimize the χ2-test of Eq. (7) (an example is shown in
Appendix B). We use three LHC integrated luminosity
scenarios: L = 140, 300, 3000 [fb]−1, corresponding to the
currently accumulated LHC plan, the RUN3 projections
and the planned HL-LHC luminosity, respectively. Then,
based on the SM cross-sections, we demand at least 100
events for any of the channels X,Y ∈ (m,n, p), i.e., σSM ·
L > 100, or else this channel is not included in the χ2-
test of Eq. (7). This 100 event criterion is set to ensure

that the potential reducible backgrounds (see discussion
below) will be sub-leading and, therefore, have a small
impact on the overall uncertainty in these measurements.

We demonstrate below our formalism for detecting
LFNU based on the ratio observables of (2), using the
QCD generated (and therefore dominant) exclusive di-
muon + multi-jet and/or top-quarks channels:3

(010)µµ : pp→ µ+µ− + jb

(110)µµ : pp→ µ+µ− + j + jb

(020)µµ : pp→ µ+µ− + 2 · jb
(002)µµ : pp→ µ+µ− + tt̄ , (10)

where the LFNU effects are generated by the operators
O(3)
lq (2233) and Oqe(2233) (i.e., the cross-sections involv-

ing electrons in the denominator of Tmnpµµ in (2) are as-
sumed to be SM-like). We can then define a generic form
for the cross-section in (10) with a cut m`` > mmin

`` on
the di-muon invariant mass:

σmnp`` (mmin
`` ) = σSM,mnp`` (mmin

`` ) +
σINT,mnp`` (mmin

`` )

Λ2
+
σNP,mnp`` (mmin

`` )

Λ4
, (11)

where σINT and σNP are the SM×NP interference and NP2

terms, respectively. The dominant NP contribution then
depends on the di-lepton invariant mass cut and the di-
lepton channel involved. In particular, the O(Λ−2) cor-
rection, σINT, dominates for moderate di-lepton invari-
ant mass cut, for which the SM term is appreciable,
whereas the O(Λ−4) NP2 correction, σNP, is dominant
in the high mmin

`` -cut regime, where the SM contribution
is suppressed.4

All cross-sections contributing to the LFU T -tests
in (2) were calculated exclusively (i.e., separately
for each channel without matching) using Mad-
Graph5_aMC@NLO [39] at LO parton-level, and a
dedicated universal FeynRules output (UFO) model for
the EFT framework obtained using FeynRules [40]. In
addition, the LO MSTW 2008 parton distribution func-
tions (PDF) set (MSTW2008lo68cl [41]) in the 5 flavor
scheme was used with a dynamical scale choice for the

3 We do not consider here Drell-Yan di-lepton production pp →
`+`−, i.e., with no jet activity, which correspond to the LFNU
signal test T 000

`` and which, in our case, are generated by b-quark
fusion and are, therefore, sub-leading. Such Drell-Yan processes
were studied within the SMEFT framework and in connection
to LFNU physics and the B-anomalies in [36–38], where bounds
on the corresponding 4-Fermi operators were derived (see also
discussion below).

4 For this same reason it is consistent to retain these O(Λ−4) con-
tributions in σ while ignoring those from higher-dimensional op-
erators in the SMEFT Lagrangian.

central value of the factorization (µF ) and renormaliza-
tion (µR) scales, corresponding to the sum of the trans-
verse mass in the hard-process. Finally, kinematic cuts
(e.g., on the di-lepton invariant mass) were imposed using
MadAnalysis5 [42].

Using the four di-lepton + jets channels in (10), we
show in Fig. 1 and Table I a sample of the resulting ex-
pected 95% confidence level (CL) bounds on scales of
the operators O(3)

lq (2233) and Oqe(2233), as a function
of the di-muon invariant mass cut mmin

`` . In particular,
the Monte Carlo χ2-test analysis of LFNU was repeated
for different values of mmin

`` , for the three integrated lu-
minosity cases L = 140, 300, 3000 [fb]−1 and the three
systematic uncertainty cases, which yield an overall un-
certainty of δT ∼ 10%, 15%, 20% for the di-muon multi-
jets production channels (010)µµ, (110)µµ and (020)µµ,
i.e., with no top quarks in the final state. The (002)µµ
di-muon + top-pair production channel in (10) was not
included in the χ2-test analysis used to derive the 95%
CL bounds listed in Table I, as it does not pass the
100 event criterion for the (L/[fb−1],mmin

µµ /[GeV]) =
(140, 300), (300, 400), (3000, 700) cases considered in this
Table. This process, i.e., pp→ `+`−+ tt̄, is, however, an
important channel that might prove to be a promising
direction for the future for disentangling various other
types of NP effects, e.g., in leptoquark searches [43, 44].

We see that, as expected, the sensitivity to the under-
lying NP depends on the sign of the Wilson coefficients
ηf = ±1 and on the overall uncertainty, and it varies
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TABLE I: The expected 95% CL bound on the scale (in TeV) of the operators O(3)
lq (2233) and Oqe(2233) (in

parenthesis), for di-muon invariant mass cuts mµµ > 300, 400 and 700 GeV which are applied for an integrated
luminosity of L = 140, 300 and 3000 [fb]−1, respectively. Results are shown for ηf = ±1 and three values of the

overall uncertainty of δT ∼ 10%, 15% and 20%, corresponding to the three systematic uncertainty cases 1,2, and 3.
For all cases considered in the table only the channels (010)µµ, (110)µµ and (020)µµ pass the 100 criteria. See also

text.

95% CL bounds: ΛO(3)
lq (2233)

(
ΛOqe(2233)

)
[TeV]

L = 140 [fb]−1 L = 300 [fb]−1 L = 3000 [fb]−1
mmin
µµ = 300 GeV mmin

µµ = 400 GeV mmin
µµ = 700 GeV

ηf = +1 ηf = −1 ηf = +1 ηf = −1 ηf = +1 ηf = −1

δT ∼ 10% (case 1) 3.4(2.6) 3.2(4.2) 4.1(3.1) 3.9(4.9) 6.3(4.4) 6.0(6.4)
δT ∼ 15% (case 2) 3.0(2.5) 2.7(3.8) 3.7(3.0) 3.3(4.5) 5.8(4.2) 5.5(5.9)
δT ∼ 20% (case 3) 2.6(2.4) 2.3(3.4) 3.3(2.9) 2.9(4.2) 5.1(4.1) 4.7(5.5)

FIG. 1: Expected 95% CL bounds on the scale of the
SU(2)-triplet operator O(3)

lq (2233) with ηf = +1, as a
function of the di-lepton invariant mass cut mmin

`` , for
the HL-LHC with an integrated luminosity of 3000

[fb]−1. Results are shown for three overall uncertainty
scenarios: δT cases 1-3. See also text.

with the di-muon invariant mass cut. We find, for exam-
ple, that with the current LHC accumulated luminosity
of L = 140 [fb]−1, the best 95% CL bounds are obtained
with the cut mmin

µµ = 300 GeV: Λ >∼ 2.3 − 3.4 TeV for
O(3)
lq (2233) and Λ >∼ 2.4−4.2 TeV for Oqe(2233), depend-

ing on the overall systematic uncertainty and on the sign
of ηf . Also, a much higher sensitivity is expected at the
HL-LHC with a tighter cut of mmin

`` = 700 GeV, reach-
ing up to Λ >∼ 6.5 TeV for O(3)

lq (2233) with ηf = +1 and
Oqe(2233) with ηf = −1.

We now consider a complementary analysis where, in-
stead of examining the bounds under the assumption of
no NP in the data, we ask what is the discovery poten-
tial of a given NP scenario if the NP is assumed to be
present in the data. We thus assume that the experimen-

tally measured ratios TX,exp`` are controlled by the NP, so
that, in this case, they are normally distributed with a
mean value corresponding to the NP expectations T (Λ̄):

T
X,exp
`` = N

(
TX`` (Λ̄),

(
δTX

)2)
, (12)

where here Λ̄ is the value of the NP scale injected into
the data and tested against the SM prediction. As for
the overall uncertainties, δTX , we follow the prescription
of (9), where this time the statistical uncertainties are as-
sumed to reflect the NP data, i.e, δTXstat =

√
2/NX(Λ̄),

where NX(Λ̄) are the number of events expected for a
NP scale Λ̄ in each of the di-lepton channels X ∈ (mnp).
The systematic uncertainties, δTXsys, are kept unchanged,
i.e., using the three cases δTXsys = 5%, 10%, 15% for chan-
nels involving only light-jets and/or b-jets in the final
state. We thus vary Λ in the χ2-test of (7) [i.e., with
T exp normally distributed around T (Λ̄) following (12)],
from which we generate the distribution of the best fit-
ted NP scale, Λ̂, for each value of Λ̄.5 This is repeated
for different values of Λ̄ until we find the value that yields
a distribution which deviates from the SM prediction at
a given CL; we denote this value by Λ̄(CL). In Table
II we list a sample of our results for the discovery po-
tential of the operators O(3)

lq (2233) and Oqe(2233) at the
LHC. In particular, we find that a 5σ discovery of the
heavy underlying NP that generates these operators can
be obtained at the LHC with L = 300 fb−1, if its scale
is in the range Λ̄(5σ) ∼ 2.3 − 2.9 TeV for O(3)

lq (2233)

and Λ̄(5σ) ∼ 2.8− 3.4 TeV for Oqe(2233), depending on
the uncertainty in the measurement of the ratios Tmnp`` .
At the HL-HLC, the corresponding discovery potential is
extended up to Λ̄(5σ) ∼ 3.7− 4.6 TeV.

Let us briefly address the potential background for
the multi-jets `+`− production channels (010)µµ, (110)µµ

5 In an ideal measurement with δT → 0 we will clearly have Λ̂ =
Λ̄, so that the NP signal corresponding to any Λ will be well
separated from the SM prediction.
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TABLE II: The values of the NP scale Λ̄(CL) (in TeV)
that will yield a 5σ discovery of the the operators O(3)

lq
with ηf = +1 and Oqe with ηf = −1, at the LHC with
L = 300 fb−1 and mmin

µµ = 400 GeV and at the HL-LHC
with 3000 fb−1 and mmin

µµ = 700 GeV. Numbers are given
for the three different overall uncertainties

corresponding to cases 1,2,3 of the systematic
uncertainties and the channels that pass the 100 criteria
for all cases are (010)µµ, (110)µµ and (020)µµ. See also

text.

5σ discovery: Λ̄(5σ) [TeV]
O(3)
lq (ηf = +1) Oqe(ηf = −1)

300 fb−1 3000 fb−1 300 fb−1 3000 fb−1

δT case 1 2.9 4.6 3.4 4.6
δT case 2 2.4 4.1 3.1 4.3
δT case 3 2.3 3.7 2.8 4.1

and (020)µµ used in our χ2-tests. We note that the irre-
ducible background to these processes such as Z + jets
and W + jets production, are included in our calcula-
tion since they interfere with our signals. The dominant
reducible background for the (010)µµ and (110)µµ chan-
nels, pp→ µ+µ− + j and pp→ µ+µ− + j + jb, are single
top + W-boson (tW : pp → tW ) and vector-boson pair
production (V V : pp → V V ). On the other hand, for
the (020)µµ channel pp → µ+µ− + 2 · jb, the tW and
V V background are sub-leading, and the dominant SM
reducible background is from top-quark pair production
(tt̄: pp → tt̄), which is more challenging. However, as
opposed to our leading di-lepton signals (010)µµ, (110)µµ
and (020)µµ, the reducible background processes, tW, V V
and tt̄, involve large missing energy, which is carried by
the neutrinos in the final state. Thus, they can be sig-
nificantly suppressed with a proper selection cut on the
missing transverse energy 6ET and other acceptance crite-
ria such as lepton isolation criteria and properties of the
transverse momenta of the final state particles which can
be used, e.g., for a better separation of the tt̄ background
from the di-lepton + jets NP signal, see e.g., [45]; see also
[46], where the effects of the `+`−b̄b contact terms on the
(020)µµ channel are considered and a detailed signal to
background optimization is performed, which included
the tt̄ background.

Finally, we note that an important difference between
the two operators O(3)

lq and Oqe with respect to our χ2-
test, is that the former also gives rise to the single-muon
+ jets and top-quarks production channels (mnp)µ [cf.
(1)] and to neutrino pair-production (with 6ET signature)
in association with jets and top-quarks: (mnp) 6ET

: pp→
m · j+n · jb + p · t+ 6ET . In particular, these (mnp)µ and
(mnp) 6ET

processes are correlated with the di-lepton +
jets production channels (mnp)µµ discussed above. For

this case also the best sensitivity to O(3)
lq (2233) is ex-

pected from the processes generated by QCD interac-
tions, which are depicted in Fig. 2. In particular, note
that the QCD-generated single-muon production chan-
nels involve a single top-quark in the final state: (001)µ,
(101)µ and (011)µ, which affect the ratios T 001

µ , T 101
µ and

T 011
µ in (2). Indeed, we find that including these single-

muon + top-quark channels in the χ2-test of (7) yields
a better sensitivity to the scale of this operator, e.g.,
for the HL-LHC case, yielding bounds which are ∼ 1
TeV stronger than the ones given in Table I. A detailed
analysis which includes the single-lepton channels will be
presented in [47].

FIG. 2: Correlations among various dilepton +
jets/tops, single-lepton + jets/tops + 6ET and jets/tops
+ 6ET (with no charged lepton) processes, which are
generated by the SU(2)-triplet-exchange operator

O(3)
µq3 = (µ̄γµτ

Iµ)(q̄3γ
µτ Iq3) via QCD interactions. See
also text.

Furthermore, the dominant (QCD generated) neutrino
channels are the processes (010) 6ET

, (110) 6ET
, (020) 6ET

and
(002) 6ET

(see Fig. 2), which can be used as well to ob-
tain a better sensitivity to this operator. This requires,
however, a different approach (rather than our χ2-tests
based on ratio observables) for disentangling the NP ef-
fects and will, therefore, not be further investigated here.
Note, though, that some of these 6ET + jets and/or top-
quarks signals are important signals of other well moti-
vated NP scenarios. For example, the processes (020) 6ET

and (002) 6ET
, i.e., pair production of top-quarks and/or

b-jets in association with large 6ET , are also signatures
of leptoquark pair-production (see e.g., [44, 48]), of pair-
production of the scalar partners of the top or bottom
quarks in supersymmetric theories (see e.g., [49]) and
may also be useful for dark matter searches (see e.g.,
[50, 51]).

The approach described above improves on the results
obtained in previous interesting studies which are based
on the analysis of a single process. For example [36] ob-
tains limits of Λ > 1.5 − 1.8 TeV (Λ > 2.5 − 3 TeV)
at the current LHC (HL-LHC) for the scale of the op-
erators O(3)

lq (2233) and Oqe(2233) in (5) and (6), us-
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ing Drell-Yan di-lepton production qq̄ → `+`−; they
find a slight improvement for 4-Fermi operators of type
O(1133). Note that the current best bound for this last
type of operators, i.e., O(1133), was obtained at LEP
[52–55]: Λ > 0.7− 2.7 TeV. We also note that bounds on
O(3)
lq derived from the top-quark decays are significantly

weaker [56, 57] than ours.

To summarize, we have shown that the lepton flavor
non-universal ratio observables Tmnp`` and Tmnp` of (2)
can be used to search for new physics using a χ2 test
that is sensitive to the correlations among several lepton
+ jets and top-quark production channels. We found, for
example, that with a realistic assessment of the expected
uncertainties involved, a 95%CL bound of Λ >∼ 3− 4 TeV
can be obtained with the current LHC luminosity, while
Λ >∼ 6 − 7 TeV is expected at the HL-LHC, for the 4-
Fermi operators O(3)

lq (2233) and Oqe(2233) in (5) and

(6), which involve 2nd generation leptons and 3rd gener-
ation quarks. These bounds are obtained with a generic
di-lepton invariant mass cut for all channels, i.e., with-
out any channel-dependent (specific) optimizations that,
we believe, can be further used to better isolate the NP
effects and, therefore, to obtain an enhanced sensitiv-
ity to its scale. Though the above discussion involves
only 3rd generation quarks, our multi-channel correlation
LFU tests are expected to yield an improved sensitivity
also for lepton flavor non-universality new physics which
involves the 1st and 2nd quark generations.
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Appendix A: Potential LFNU dimension six
operators in the SMEFT

In Table III we list all the dimension six operators in
the SMEFT framework that can potentially violate LFU
and that are, therefore, relevant to our study; operators
with four leptons are excluded. We also assume that
baryon number is conserved in the underlying heavy the-
ory.

Appendix B: Distributions: bounds and discovery

In Fig. 3 we plot the distributions of the best fitted
values of 1/Λ for the operator O(3)

µq3(2233), that mini-
mize the χ2-test by mimicking a realistic setting with
O(10000) random realizations of the experimental values
for the LFNU ratios Tmnp`` = 1, i.e., corresponding to the
SM value, and normally distributed with the three uncer-
tainty scenarios: δT = 10%, 15%, 20% which correspond
to the three systematic uncertainty choices outlined in
the paper. The distributions are shown for L = 140 fb−1

and the selection mmin
`` = 300 GeV, L = 300 fb−1 and

the selection mmin
`` = 400 GeV and L = 3000 fb−1 with

the selection mmin
`` = 700 GeV. The 95%CL bounds on

Λ are then extracted from these distributions.
In Figs. 4 we plot the distributions of the best fit-

ted values of Λ for both the operators O(3)
`q (2233) and

Oqe(2233), that minimize the χ2-test with O(10000) ran-
dom realizations of the experimental measured ratios
T exp`` , corresponding to the case where the NP is assumed
in the data with specific values of Λ̄, i.e., T exp`` = T``(Λ̄),
and normally distributed with two uncertainty scenarios:
δT = 10% (case 1) and δT = 20% (case 3). That is, the
experimental values T exp`` are simulated O(10000) times
from the normal distribution:

TX,exp`` = N
(
TX`` (Λ̄),

(
δTX

)2)
, (B1)

where X ∈ (mnp) denotes the dilepton + jets production
channels, and for each realization we find the best fitted
value of Λ.

The distributions are shown In Figs. 4 for values of Λ̄
that can be discovered at 5σ at the HL-LHC with L =
3000 fb−1 and with the selection of mmin

`` = 700 GeV.
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TABLE III: The potentially lepton non-universal dimension six operators in the SMEFT (see also text). The
subscripts p, r, s, t are flavor indices.

Higgs-Lepton scalar

OeH(pr) (H†H)(l̄perH)

Higgs-Lepton vector

O(1)
Hl (pr) (H†i

←→
D µH)(l̄pγ

µlr)

O(3)
Hl (pr) (H†i

←→
D I
µH)(l̄pτ

Iγµlr)

OHe(pr) (H†i
←→
D µH)(ēpγ

µer)

Lepton MDM

OeW (pr) (l̄pσ
µνer)τ

IHW I
µν

OeB(pr) (l̄pσ
µνer)HBµν

4− Fermi : (L̄L)(L̄L)

O(1)
lq (prst) (l̄pγµlr)(q̄sγ

µqt)

O(3)
lq (prst) (l̄pγµτ

I lr)(q̄sγ
µτ Iqt)

4− Fermi : (R̄R)(R̄R)

Oeu(prst) (ēpγµer)(ūsγ
µut)

Oed(prst) (ēpγµer)(d̄sγ
µdt)

4− Fermi : (L̄L)(R̄R)

Olu(prst) (l̄pγµlr)(ūsγ
µut)

Old(prst) (l̄pγµlr)(d̄sγ
µdt)

Oqe(prst) (q̄pγµqr)(ēsγ
µet)

4− Fermi : (L̄R)(R̄L) + h.c.

Oledq(prst) (l̄jper)(d̄sqtj)

4− Fermi : (L̄R)(L̄R) + h.c.

O(1)
lequ(prst) (l̄jper)εjk(q̄ksut)

O(3)
lequ(prst) (l̄jpσµνer)εjk(q̄ksσ

µνut)

FIG. 3: The normalized distribution of the inverse value of the best fitted Λ of the operator
O(3)
µq3 = (µ̄γµτ

Iµ)(q̄3γ
µτ Iq3), that minimize the χ2-test with T exp`` = 1, i.e., corresponding to the SM value, and

normally distributed with the three uncertainty scenarios: δT = 10% (left), δT = 15% (middle) and δT = 20%
(right). See also text.

FIG. 4: The normalized distribution of the best fitted Λ of the operators O(3)
lq3

(2233) (left) and Oqe(2233) (right),
that minimize the χ2-test with T exp`` = T``(Λ̄), i.e., corresponding to the case where the NP is assumed in the data
with specific values of Λ̄ (as indicated) and normally distributed with two uncertainty scenarios: δT = 10% (case 1)

and δT = 20% (case 3). See also text.
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